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ABSTRACT , 7 
Using dsta from a system of t h e e  thin-window Geiger 
tubes and one thin si?icon surface barr ier  detector on the 
Mars-bound spacecraft Mariner IV, we have observed three 
interplanetary par t ic le  events on May 25-28, June 5-7, and 
June 13-14, 1965. 
as electrons of energy E >, 40 keV with steeply f a l l i ng  energy 
spectrums and with approximately isotropic angulas distributions.  
The maximum wiidirectional intensi t ies  are 89, 58, and 
5 (cm scc sterad)-’, respectively. me time prof i les  of 
intensi ty  exhibit abrupt onsets, increases t o  m a x i m u m  values 
i n  tiriles of t h e  order of several hours, and gradual declines 
over periods of the order of a day. It appears t h a t  these 
bursts of interplanetmy electrons axe emitted impulsively 
f’rom the  sun at erpproximately the sane time as are bursts of 
radio noise and x-rays observed by others with terrestrial .  
equipment. 
discussed and it is estimated tinat about 
E 46 i<eY are emitted on ~idy 25 a:ii WLI S u e  5 tud abvui 
10 on June 13. The solar emission of non-thermal electrons 
has been s a e s t e d  previously but not observed i n  such a 
clear  way. 
the structure of the inteqlanetary magnetic f i e l d  and fo r  
The part ic les  are identified conclusively 
e 
2 
The ilzterplanetary diffusion of electrons is 
electrons 
I 
e33 
Such electrons constitute a new tool fo r  study of 
discussion of t h e  physics of solar flares. / /  . 
/ I { / /  
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Introduction 
We report herein three clear-cut case8 of tile impulsive 
enission of - 40 keV electrons from the sun and their  diffbsive 
propagation tFzough the interplanetary medium. 
were obtained with equipment on t h e  Mrs-bound spacecraft 
The observations 
Mariner IV a t  positions i n  space quite remote f r o m  any celestial 
body. 
By mans of a single thi?l-window Geiger tube on the Venus 
fly-by spacecraft, Mariner I1 [Van Allen and Frank, 19621 
[Van Allen, Frank, and Venkatesan, 19641 we observed some 
13 dis t inc t  interplanetary particle events" during the period 
A u g u s t  29 t o  October 30 and November 9 t o  December 29, 1962. 
11 
The threshold of the detector was - 40 keV f o r  electrons, 
0.5 MeV fo r  protons, 1.8 MeV for alpha particles,  etc. Using 
simultaneous data f r o m  two other radiation detectors on 
Mariner 11, a large Geiger tube and an ionization chamber 
[Anderson, 19651, it wag possible t o  show that four of the 
events were probably due t o  protons having a steeply falling 
spectrum between 0.5 and 10 MeV. The identification of t h e  
par t ic les  i n  the other events was inconclusive. 
Early, though marginal, evidence fo r  interplanetary 
electrons E, - tens of keV was obtained by Arnoldy, Hoffman, 
4 
and Winckler [1*3 with  Pioneer V during the l a t e  March 
--early April 1960 solar proton events. Hoffbm, Davis, and 
Williaason E19621 reported a br ief  ( * 15 minute) burst of 
- 20 keV electrons at  t h e  time of an SC during the solar proton 
event of September 30, l%l. Thei r  instruments were on 
Explorer X I I ,  at a geocentric radial distance of 11.9 
(earth rad i i )  on the sunward side of the magnetosphere. 
I n  vier of subsequent extensive studies of t h i s  region 
[Frank and Van Allen, 19641 with electron detectors, i C ,  appears 
quite l ike ly  that the electrons observed by Hoffhan e t  al. 
were associated with phenomena i n  the magnetospheric transit ion 
region. 
Frank chis figure 33, 19651 obseryed a clearer oxaaple of 
an electror, (40 < Ee 
solar proton event on April 15, 1963 with Explorer XN at 
* 90,000 krc i n  the evening fringe of the magnetosphere. 
par t ic le  identification was conclusive and t h e  unidirectional 
intensity j (Ee > 40 keV) was - lo4 (cm* sec sterad)-'. But 
again, there was the question of magnetospheric influence and 
the author [Frank, private  communication^ did not feel justified 
230 keV) event associated wi th  a small 
The 
i n  regarding the  observed electrons as 0 interplanetary". 
5 
Other studies of non-solar-wind electrons i n  interplanetary 
space have been concerned w i t h  those having energies greater than 
a few MeV. Meyer and Vogt c19621 suggested the solar emission of 
electrons i n  the energy range 100 t o  1000 MeV, such electrons 
having been observed with balloon equipment on July 22, 1961 
and not on August 1, 1961. 
electrons 3 < Ee 4 12 MeV have been made with satellite equipment 
aver the period DecenBer 1963--Ma~r 1964 by Cline, Ludwig, and 
McDonald [19641. The latter authors favor a "cosmic" origin 
for electrons which they observe but consider it conceivable 
t h a t  they might be emitted fkwn the sun. 
Detailed studies of interplanetary 
U s i n g  our new Mariner IV observations of electron events 
i n  interplanetary space, we develop, in  a subsequent section, t he  
observational association between interplanetary electrons in  
the tens of keV energy range and solar x-ray and radio noise 
flares.  The l i t e ra ture  on the  l a t t e r  subject is extensive 
[see reviews by Kundu, 1963; Dolan end Fazio, 1965; Wild, 19621 
and it has been supposed that energetic electrons i n  the solar 
atmosphere are the essential  agents f o r  generation of both 
x-ray and radio noise bursts. Most authors have assumed, 
either expl ic i t ly  or implicitly, that the electrons themselves 
do not escape fromthe sun. We s h a l l  show tha t  t h i s  asswigtion 
is, a t  leas t  i n  part, f a l ~ e ,  
6 
Interplanetary electroris i n  the MeV range m y  or  m y  not 
share the same origin as those w h i c h  me the subject of the 
present paper 
For discussion of the propagation of electrom i n  the 
interplanetary medium, we employ a nodel which has been 
developed over the years t o  describe t i e  corresponding 
phenomenon for protons and other heavy particles whlch are 
emitted impulsively from the sun [Parker, 1363; Krimigis, 
19651 . 
Apparatus 
Tkie U. of Iowa package of lmr energy par t ic le  detectors 
on Yminer IV coqr i se s  three end-window Geiger-Mueller tabes 
(ZBT m e  6213), designated A, B, and C, respectively; and one 
thin (35 micron) surface barrier. solid state detector 
(Iiuclear Diodes, Inc. ) having two discrimination levels, 
designated Rl and D2. 
collimator wit11 a f u l l  vertex sngle of 60" (nominal). 
axes of the collimators of B, C, and D are  paral le l  t o  each 
other and a t  an angle of 70" t o  the roil axis of the space- 
craft, and the axis of the collimator of A i s  ax an angle of 
135". 
Each of the four detectors has ct conical 
The 
The roll axis of the spacecri.ft is directed continuously 
7 
at t h e  sun wi th  an error of less than one degree; rotation 
of the spacecraft about t h i s  axis is  controlled i n  such a way 
as t o  poiat the axis of a spacecraft-fixed, clirectional 
ar-tenna approximately toward the earth. Thus, detectors B, CI 
and D receive particles moving generally outward from the sun 
and a t  angles to  the sun-to-probe vector of 70 + 30". The 
detectors themselves and the complete inner w a l l s  of the i r  
col l imtors  are shielded from direct  l i g h t  and x-rays from 
the sun. 
toward the sun at angles t o  the sun-to-probe vector of 
135 ,+ 30". 
mininun thickness corresponding t o  the range of - 50 MeV 
protons. 
detector, D, and D2, are insensitive to electrons of any energy 
i n  the in-Lensities found i n  the present series of emeriments. 
This insensit ivity is designed i n t o  the system (thin detector, 
high bias level, and 200 mmosecond delay-line pulse-clipping) 
and is demonstraked i n  thorough pre-flight testing. 
f'urtker cordirmed during traversal of the magnetosphere i n  the 
- 
Detector A receives par t ic les  moving generally inward 
The sidewall shielding of all detectors has a 
Both discrimination levels of the solid state 
& 
It is 
early phase of the f l igh t  of' Y r i n e r  IV 
1%5 I e  Detector channels D1 and D2 are 
galactic cosmic rays. In order t o  have 
[Yzimigis and Armstrong, 
also insensitive t o  
direct  observational 
8 
knowleae of the proper operation of these channels during 
interplanetary f l ight ,  the solid state detector is equipped 
w i t h  an 
provides in-kl-ight counting rates of 0.071 and 0.059 (set).' 
source of - 5.5 V!V alpha particles which 95 
on D1 and D2, respectively-rates which are accurately 
identical to their  pre-launch values. 
The counting rate  of each of the three Geiger tubes 
is  the sum of the rates due to  galactic cosmic rays (about 
0.6 counts/sec); t o  electrons, x-rap,  protons, alpha particles, 
etc., which pass tilrough their  collimators; and, i n  some cases, 
t o  sidewa.ll penetrations. 
Further details concerniw th.e detectors are given i n  
Table I. It is  clear that  combinations of the data from t h i p  
simple system of detectors provide information on absolute 
intensit ies,  par t ic le  identification, energy spectra, and 
angular distributions. I n  favorable cases par t ic le  identification 
i s  conclusive. 
The five U. of Iowa data channels are part of a commutated 
sequelice of eight as follows: 
represents t 3 e  data channel f r o m  fu7.otaer experiment), 
frame of telemetry during the cruise mode'' (8.33 bits lsec 
f o r  entire spacecraft), which was employed throughout the period 
E, B, Ill, D2, E, B, A, C (where E 
The basic 
II 
C 
9 
ln 
r! 
B O  
E 
a 
0 
4 
I 
I 
I 
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of the present study, is of 50.4 seconds duration. TJnscaled 
counts from each of the detectors corresponding t o  the above 
eight cl-wmels are gated i n  turn into a sh i f t  register of 
19 b i t s  plus two overflow b i t s  for  a 45.0 second period and are 
read out t h r w &  the spacecraft telemetry system during the 
subsequent 5.4 seconds. 
completed each 8 x 50.4. = 403.2 sec. Thus the  "duty cycle" 
of each of the four channels A, C, D1, and D2 is U.2$ and 
that of channel B is 22.3%. 
A complete cycle of eight detec.tors is 
Notes on the Trajectory of Mariner IV 
The spacecraft Mariner IV of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration/Jet Propulsion Laboratory was launched 
successfully a t  14:22 UT on Noveniber 28, 1964. and placed on 
a trajectory calculated t o  produce a close approach t o  the planet 
Mars on July 15, 1965. During the  period of time of interest  
i n  the present paper the spacecraft WES quite remote from the 
sun and f'roxn all planets and i ts  heliocentric radial distance 
was l ess  than t h a t  of Ikrs. Some releve.nt parameters of the 
trajectory are given iil Table LI. 
1 
I -  
Sun-Probe Distance 
Sun-Probe Signal 
Time f o r  E.M. waves 
Probe-& t h  Distance 
Probe-Ea-ti? Signal 
Time f o r  E.M. Waves 
Sun-Earth Distance 
Sm-Eai-th Signal 
Time f o r  E.M. Waves 
E a r t h 4  w?-h-obe 
AqyJ$c.u 
ll 
Table If 
l -  
I 
Parameters of Trajectory of Probe Mariner IV 
[Reference J . P . L . / I s S Y S - J S ~ = ~ l l ~  of Dec. 15, 1H.3 
st 01:OO U.T.S.C. (Spacecraft Time) @ Dates Shown 
Dat  May 26 
1.480 
739 
0.962 
4230 
i . 015 
505 
4.0 . 2 
June 6 
1.502 
750 
1. oGg 
533 
1.915 
506 
45.4 
1.51h. A.u.* 
756 sec 
1.138 A.U. 
568 sec 
1.016 
507 sec 
m.7 deg 
mt 
The trajectory of the probe is  approximately i n  the ec l ip t i c  
plane. 
the earth; i.e*, clockwise i n  a heliocentric coordinate system 
as viewzd from the north ecl ipt ic  pole. 
During the p e r i d  covered here the probe is Lagging behind 
The J.P.L. convention is t o  label telemetered data with 
the Greenwich Mea!! Time of reception of t h e  signals a t  the 
earth (called U.T.E. or  sinply U.T. herein) and t o  label entries 
i n  the  ephemeris of the spacecraft with Greenwich Mean Time as 
it would be recorded by 8 clock on the spacecraft (called 
U.T.S.C. herein). 
occurreiice of an cJptical. o r  radio eveat on the sun with the 
Greenwich Idem Thne of i t s  cbserva-kion on the eaxth (U.T. or 
U.T.E.). 
by U.T. (or U.T.E.) or,  as apprupriate, by the Greenwich Mean 
Time as it would be recorded by a clock an the sun, U.T. Sun. 
Further, it i s  general practice t o  lase1 the 
We desigiiate herein the times of solar events either 
It is  necessary t o  distinguish mong these three systems of 
time iii considerations involving time delays of the order of 
the signal delay times or less. Thas on May 26 (Table 11) 
(a) U.T.E. = U.T.S.C. + 480 sec 
for an event occurring at  U.T.S.C. at the spacecraft; 
(b) U.T.E. = U.T. Sun + 505 sec 
for a solar event occurring at U.T. Sun and observed by 
means of an electromagnetic signal at the earth; and 
(c) U.T.E. = U.T. Sun $. Sun-Probe Propagation T i n e  + h80 sec 
for a solar event occurring a t  U.T. Sun, observed at, the 
spacecraft at U.T.S.C., and reported by a r ad io  telemetric 
6igfial which reaches the etwrth a t  U.T.E. The sun-probe 
propagation time is 739 sec f o r  electromgnetfc waves and 
a greater value for  particles. 
13 
The observed counting rates  of detectors C, A, B, D1, 
and D2 are  Shawn i n  Figure 1 a s  a function of earth time f o r  the 
period 22:OO U.T.E./May 25 t o  12:OO U.T.E./l&y 29. Ihlarged 
plots of the counting rates of A and B during the early portion 
of the event are given in Figures 2 and 3. 
t i m e  is 23:20 (+ - 5 )  U.T.E. on May 25 (see, however, subsequent 
detsilei! discussion of time delays and of diffusive propagation). 
From this tine t o  abotit 0?:30 U.T.E. on Mey 26 the observed 
part ic le  beam consists exclusively of electrons having 
4.0 - Ee < - 150 keV, 
as follows: 
(a) 
comparable effect is observed by C, D1, or  D2, all of which 
have similar geometric factors t o  those of A and B. Also B, C, 
D1, and D receive particles from the same directions i n  space. 
(b) 
received by B (and very likely by A also) must be either 
electrons 4.0 C Ee < 150 keV or ?rotom 0.55 
(c) 
of protons 0.50 - 5 - U. MeV (an energy range which completely 
The "apparent" ozset 
"his conclusive identification proceeds 
There is a major effect detected by A and B but no 
2 
The absence of an effect i n  C means that the particles 
x 3.1- MeV. - - - 5 -  
The absence of an effect i n  D1 means that the intensity 
14 
encongassefi that of the B-C difference of (b) above) Is negligible, 
by at least a factor of 200. 
(d) 
40 - < E, -< 150 keV. 
(e) 
i n  space and has a slightly higher threshold than does B, it is 
Hence the par t ic les  received by B must be electrons 
Etren ’chough A receives par t ic les  ;Prom different directions 
supposed henceforward that t h e  foregoing identification is applicable 
t o  its output also, on the priraary ground t h a t  the time histories 
of the count ing rates of A and B are quite similar. 
(f) It may be noted that the e3pha par t ic le  sensi t ivi t ies  of 
the several detectors axe as follmrs: 
B, Ea > 1.9 HeV; C, Ea > 12.4 MeV; 5, 0.8 5 Ea 5 E@ MeV; 
and D2, 1.15 < Ea 5 50 MeV. Hence an argument sinilar t o  
that just given also conclusively eliminates alpha particles 
A, Ea > 2.20 MeV; 
- 
(as w e l l  as heavier nuclear particles) on the basis of direct  
experimental howledge. 
(g) D, has a detection efficiency of less than 6 x I f7  f o r  
- 4G keV electrons. 
(h) As remasked i n  the description of the apparatus, neither 
direct  x-rays nor l ight  f’romthe sun can illuminate any part  of 
the inner collimators o r  the windows of detectors A and B. 
. 
fisc?, no part  of the spacecrzft l i e s  within the f i e ld  of view 
of the collimators. 
tioils *ora interplanetary gas, interplanetary dust, and from 
plariets is  easily demonstrated t o  reduce the i r  intensity by many 
orders of rcagnitude below that inferred Arom observations wi th  
similm detectors pointed directly a t  the sun [Van Allen e t  al., 
19551. 
different tban that of the  events reported herein. 
PropulsioP Laboratory's data on the alignment of the a d s  
of the spacecraft w i t h  t he  probe-sui l ine  assure that the 
nominal orierkation of the detectors 3~ mintained during 
the flight periods of interest. Thus, there appears t o  be 
no Tossibi l i ty  that  t he  responses of A and I3 can be attribxted 
t o  solas x-rays or ultraviolet light. 
Scattering of such electromagnetic radia- 
Also the time profile of x-ray flares is quite 
The Jet 
k t e r  i n  +,he event, O'j':30 to U:OO U.T.E./Nay 26, a 
rela%ively smal l  intensity of protons appears cleakly on D1 
and less clearly on D and correspording enhancernerits of the 
rates of B and A are observed. 
Hence these protons are i n  the ener r j  range 0.5 t o  11 MeV 
and mainly toward the lower erid of this range. 
gradual reappearance of such protms begins at about 
2 
There i s  no effect on C. 
A subsequent, 
16 
00:OO U.T.E./May 27, and they continue t o  be present f o r  at 
,.least a day. 
The presence of these protons is of subsidiary interest  
but Y-ie principal emphasis of the present paper is  on the 
electrons. 
A detectable intensity of electrons Ee > 40 keV persisted 
t o  - 1 8 m  U.T.E./28 ky. . , 
Solar ELectron Event of 
June 5-7, 1.$5 
I n  Figure 4 are shown the cotmting rates of C, A, B, and 
D1 during the period 18:OO U.T.E./June 5 t o  06:W U.T.E./Jurie 7. 
The general run of data is similar t o  t ha t  of %he May 25-28 
event. Again, the  response of B is  attribu'ced conclusively t o  
electrons 4 0  < - Ee < c) 150 keV. As before, it is supposed that the 
same identification argument is a2plicable t o  A. 
evideiice fo r  protons E > 0.5 MeV at any stage of the  June 5-7 
event. 
i n  the event is given In Figure 5 .  
onset time is 1 9 : l O  e 8) U.T.E. on June 5. 
There is no 
P 
An enlarged plot of the counting rates of R and B early 
Tlie empiricalfy apparent 
Solar 'Xlectron Event of 
June 13-14, 1965 
Data for a tbi rd interplanetary electron event are shown 
i n  Figure 6. The apparent onset time is 05:20 U.T.E. on 
June 13; the  maximum unidirectional intensity of electrons, a t  
about 14,:Oo U.T.E. on June 13, is j (Ee > 40 keV) 
= 5.4 (a 2 sec sterad)-'. The electron event is swerimposed 
on a proton event which begins at - 1O:OO U.T.E. on June 12, 
reaches a maximum i n  mid-day on June 16, rtnd declines into 
the bw-ound on June 13. The electron and proton events 
appear t o  be unrelated. 
CJuaLitative Considerations 
In  general, detectable "events" i n  interplanetary space 
are presumed t o  have a direct solar origin (e+, x-rays or  
protons) or an indirect one (e.g., shock waves, changes i n  
plasma flow, and structure of the magnetic f i e ld )  on the  simple 
but persuasive grolmd t h a t  no other ce les t ia l  object either 
within or outside of the solar system appears t o  have a cqarable  
capability (selective observations of specific objects excluded!). 
On this consideration alone, we at t r ibute  the above electron 
events t o  the sun. Further, we w i l l  show i n  a l a t e r  section 
tha t  consideration of prelimhazy data on other types of solar 
i 
i 
18 
and geophysical ac t iv i ty  and of cietsiled time sequences and 
prwogaticin mechanisms leads t o  the working hypothesis -i;'n%t 
the - 40 IceV electrons of the May 25-28, June 5-7, and June 13-14 
events me emitted directly from the sun and me not incidental 
t o  iiiterplanetarjr shock waves, etc. 
It m y  be noted tha t  some features of o w  Mariner N 
data on the Febr?za;ry 5-13, 1965 solar proton event  [Van Allen, 
Krimigis, and b m k ,  19651 are  e-xplained mst naturetlly as 
being due t o  rn admixture of electrons, though the evidence fo r  
electrons is  less perslmsive than tha t  fo r  the three later 
events j u s t  describe6 and na detailed discussion of the 
Fekruaxy 1965 event is included herein. 
We are nuw disposed t o  believe that mixed proton-electron 
events and pure electron events may be quite common, having 
escqed iden'cLfication heretofore due t o  inadequate observational 
m-rangenen'a. The observed nature of an event is, of course, 
dif  fereiit for every different eQerimental configuration. 
For example, o d  Mariner I V  apparatus is insensitive t o  protons 
haviix the same energy ( - 40 keV) as the electrons which we 
find; a l s o  40 keV protons move through interplanetary space 
a t  a very much sluwer rate than electrons of the same energy, 
having a reciprocal rect i l inear  velocity of 5.40 x 10 sec/A.U. 4 
t o  be compared t o  1.334 x 10 3 sec/A.U. f o r  eiectrons. Tlius 
it is  doubly Clem t h a t  our experiment provides no information 
whatever on the presence or absence of such protons. Even 
protons at the threshold energy of our detectors, 0.5 MeV, 
have a reciprocal recti l inear velocity of 1.53 x 10 sec/A.U. 4. 
Thus, a1-tho*g5 the evidence of the preceding sections 
establishes the presence and time history of the intensity of 
intealanetary electrons E ,, 4.0 keV, it is  quite inadequate 
t o  establish the full nature of the primary solar emission. 
e 
Intensities, J3neray Sp ectrums, 
and Angular Distributions 
A t  the peak of %he May 25-28 event ( - 01:30 U.T.E./May 26) 
the absolute unidirectional intensi t ies  of electrons are as 
f O u U W 6  : 
2 
(a) 
(b) Froril B, j (E, > 40 keV) = 80 
(c) From C, j (Ee > 150 keV) 5 2 
Froin A, j (Ee > 45 keV) = 48 (cm sec sterad)-' 
The quoted intensities i n  the above suwnary are obtained 
siLq?ly by dividiis the net counting rates (actual minus 
galactic cosmic ray background) by the unidirectional geometric 
factors of Table I. The indicated emrgies are, however, those 
a 
20 
Tor which the absolute efficiency is about; l/e. 
that t h i s  convention is inaccurate, but cslculations using 
measured efficiency versus electron energy curves for  thin 
trindaw Geiger tubes and various steeply f&iing energy q e c t r a  
show that  a more refined procedure yields improvements which 
are relatively trivia for tne present purposes. 
thresholds of A, B, C, Dl, and D2 are, i n  contrast, known w i t h  
precision since the efficiency r i s e s  rapidly f’rom zero t o  
essentielly u i i t y  a t  the quoted energies). 
It is recognized 
(The ?roton 
By means of pre-flight alpha part ic le  calibratlons, it 
fs . fow-d that the window of A is about 5 keV thicker f o r  
electrons than the windm of B. Also the geometric factors  
deteimhed t o  an absolute accuracy of about 10% and t o  
a relative accuracy of about 3$,. The raw r a t io  of j *om B 
t o  j from A is 1.67 and, since the energy threshold of B is 
lower t h a i  that  from A, t h i s  r a t i o  i s  clearly an uplxr l i m i t  
t o  an index of anisotropy. Furtheirnore, t h i s  ra t io  is more- 
or-less consLant throughout the event, beginning wtth the earliest 
time at which its value is s ta t i s t ica l ly  significant. 
we are inclined t o  assume essential isotropy and t o  ilse the 
B/A Wiensj-ty r a t io  t o  find a crcde enei-gy spectrum. 
Hence, 
21 
Assuming dj/dEe = exp (-Ee/Eo), we firid Eo - 10 keV, 
a resul t  which i s  consistent with the upper l i m i t  of t he  C/B 
intensity ra t io  derived f’romthe tabulation a t  the beginning 
of t h i s  section. 
t he  same directions i n  space, whereas A and B do not. 
Note that B and C receive particles from 
Assuming dj/dE, = E-’, we find y - 5, and again 
consistency with the upper limit of the C/B intensity ratio.  
The above analysis permits t‘ne reasonably firm conclu- 
sions ( a )  that the angular distribution of solar electrons on 
May 25-28 at the spacecraft; a t  - 1.5 A.U. *om the sun does not 
depart markedly f r o m  isotropy, even near the onset of the 
event; and (b) tha t  their  energy spectrim is  steeply falling 
above 442 keV with Eo - 10 lseV or 7 - 4 .  
Corresponding analysis of the June 5-7 event yields 
similar conclusions, though the electron spectrum may be 
somewhat steeper than during the May 25-28 event. 
The intensit ies during the June 13-14 event are not 
sufficient t o  pernit an analysis of comparable significeme 
but the observations do not suggest any contradiction. 
22 
Interplanetary Propagation of 
Solar ELectrons 
The time profiles of intensity of solar electrons during 
the May 25-28 (Figures 1, 2, and 3) and June 5-7 (Figures 4 and 5 )  
events have a striking general similarity t o  corresponding time 
profiles for - 20 MeV sol= proton events-specifically 
(a) A sharp onset; 
(b) An increase to a maximum value in a time of the order of 
several hours; and 
A gradual. decline Over a period of the order of a day or 
tW0. 
Hence, we a r e  encouraged t o  t r e a t  the interplanetary 
(c) 
propagation of solar electrons by a similar analytical model. 
The specific model is the one of Parker c19631 as f'urther 
develuped by Kkimigis [1965], viz.: 
(a) $4 electrons per unit Solid angle are emitted @pulsively 
and isotropically f r o m  a point source at the position 
of the sun. 
The interplanetary medium is of inf ini te  radial extent 
and is  comprised of fixed, isotropically-sttattering 
centers, whose density may be dependent on heliocentric 
distance r but not on heliographic latitude or longitude. 
(b) 
(c) Each monoenergetic component of the electron spectrum 
diffuses without change of energy i n  a sphericdJy 
spmetr ic  manner independent of every other component. 
The diffusion coefficient D = M p, where M and B are 
par&neters independent of r but possibly dependant on 
electron energy. 
Fox- a monoenergetic component, the solution of the paxtbl  
(a) 
differenti.al equation which describes the diffusive propagation 
of particles i n  the above interplanetary model is essenti.- 
The solution exists only fo r  B 2. 
The ayplication of equation (1) t o  experimentdl data 
consists of plotting ~n c j t3 / (2+)~  against t-1, using observed 
Va3ues of j and t and seeking by trial and error t o  find an 
assigned value of f3 that yields a straight line. 
i n  equation (1) is  measured *om the mament to at which j 
departs f r o m  zero, however slightly. I n  the flramework of 
diffusion theory, t h i s  moment is the one a t  which an unscattered 
electron arrives from the source at the  point of observation. 
Hence, there is a different zero time to for every r. 
t h e  never occurs eazlier t'nan r/v after the moment of 
The time t 
Zero 
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emission at; the sun, where v is the rect i l inear  velocity of the 
pasticle. 
is constrained t o  follow a curved path. 
The delay is  increased ir an unscattered electron 
In imrkiag with experimentdl data the r is iq  side of the 
countbg rate  versus time curve is extraDolated into the  back- 
ground t o  get an "apparent" zero t i m e  ti (cf. Figures 2 and 5). 
Then a value of f3 is found, as described above, ignoring 
depsurttures from l inear i ty  at early tines (i.e., at large values 
of to'). 
t: of a few tens of minctes. Fha l ly ,  using the chosen value 
of f3, t: is taken as a parmeter and i ts  value is chosen so as 
t o  straighten the plot of In [j t 3/(2+)1 vs t-1 a t  early tikles. 
The "true" zero time as so determined is elways ear l ier  than the 
sucii a value of p is insensitive t o  an error i n  
empirically aApparentn value. The reason f o r  t h i s  i s  evident 11 
from Figure 7 which shows t h e  essential  natme of the right 
hand side of equation (1) f o r  a particular r and fo r  fi = 0. 
mot s  for other f3 are of the sane general nature. 
practical  ex-perimental conditions the early toe of tie curve 
may be unobservable. 
can be gained from Figme 7. 
intensity occurs at  t- = 0.667, and the extrapolated onse% 
as it would be derived f r o m  experimental data occurs at 
t i  - 0.149. Thus 
Under 
Some idea of t'ne magnitude of ( to  - tt) 
I n  tha t  plot to - 0, the mximm 
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For the May 25-28 event, (t,, - ti) = 1% minutes (approx.). 
Hence (t- - to) may be expected t o  be 168 minutes aid 
(to - t:), t o  be about minus 38 minutes, i f  equation (I) gives 
a valid description of t h e  diff’usive process. 
Inasmch as M and B may be energy-dependent [Krimigis, 
intensity data from integral detectors are not 19553 
properly analyzed, i n  general, according t o  equation (1). 
i n  the preseLit case, it he8 been shown that the electron 
energy spectrum is quite steep. Hence tne responses of 
detectors A an8 B are due dominantly t o  a narrow band of 
energies ( A Ee - 15 keV) near their thresholds, and the 
monoenergetic approximation is probably satisfactory. 
But 
Using the f’ully detailed diffusion solution CICrhigls, 
19653, of which our equation (1) is an abridgment, it is 
possible t o  determine ablsolute values of M and of the iqulsive 
source strength N from the observed data at a given position 
in space. 
extent that the  assumed model  is valid. 
Such results are, of course, valid on ly  t o  the 
The raw data for  the May 25-28 event (Fig. I) exhibit, 
multi.ple structure beyond - 6 hours a f t e r  onset and those for 
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the June 5-7 event (Figure be) ,  beyond - 10 hours af ter  onset. 
R e s t r i c t i x  an analysis of the abwe described nature t o  the 
periods before multiple structure becomes apparent we find: 
(a )  For the early yortion of the May 25-28 event 
f3 = 0 (+ - 0.2) for both A and B 
= 22:45 ( :F ) U.T.E./May 25 
NA - 0.7 x electrons/sterad 
% - 1.1 x 1033 electrons/sterad 
for both A and B 
DA - ~8 - 8 x cm2/sec 
(b) For the ear ly  portion of the June 5-7 event 
p = 0 (+ - 0.2) for both A and B 
to = 18:55 ( ) U.T.E./June 5 
for both A and B 
N* - 4..5 x electrons/sterad 
Tlze value B = 0 corresponds t o  the case of t h e  effective 
diffusion coefficient being independent of r. 
t inct ively different result than tha t  obtained by fiimigis 
c19651 fo r  s o l a  protorl evects during 1?61-1%3. 
This is a dis- 
. 
An mortant physical distinction between elec’croiw and 
protons is their  markeclly different radii of gyration i n  the 
interplaic’kixy magnetic field,  
that the radius of gyration of a 4 0  !rev electron is - loo3 
of that  of protoris i n  the energy range usually studied i n  
solar events, and is of the order of A.U. i n  the 
interyiancta;ry medium. Hence, it a2pears that  solar electrons 
constitute 8 valuable new t o o l  for the  study of the structure 
of the interplanetary magnetic field. For exaaple, the 
elemenlary scattering encounter w i t h  a magnetic inhomogerieity 
whose scale is, say, lom4 A.U. is o f  a quite different nature 
for a 4.0 keV electron than f o r  a 20 MeV proton. 
Table 111 il lus t ra tes  the f ac t  
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0.97 10-3 
3.05 x 
. 
0.2 x 10'3 
0.6 10-3 
k t i c l e  
3lec troll 
?roton 
Kinetic 
Ikergy 
- ~- _. 
40 IieV 
1 MeV 
10 MeV 
loo EeV 
lo00 MeV 
TABLE I11 
Radius of Gyration 
Magnetic Rigidity i n B = 5 G a m m  ! Field 
I 
. 
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Associatian of nec t ron  Ehrents with 
Other Solar and Geaphysical Phenomena 
A t  the date of writing a fu l l  coq i l a t ion  of ;?otentially 
significant observations of other solas and geophysical 
phenomesa has not been completed. 
placed on the weekly "Preliminary Report of Solar Activityrf 
of the YEgh Altitude Observatory at Bi-.ulder, Colorado for a 
prelixthary discussion. 
de.ta which appear t o  be pertinent t o  our three solar electron 
events from H.A.O./TR Ho. 717 of May 28, 1965, H.A.O./TR No. 719 
of June 11, 1s5, and H.A.O./TR KO. 720 of Jme  18, 1965. 
Principal reliance has been 
Table IV excerpts solar and ge0Thysica.l 
Terrestr ia l  atmospheric effects of types at t r ibutable  t o  
the absorption of s o l a r  x-rays i n  the D-region m e  observed 
at  times of appxrent interest  on May 25, June 5, and June 13. 
On May 25, the  onset times of uoteworthy solar radio 
noise, of a Sudden Short Wave Fade, and of a Sudden Cosmic 
IJoise Absorption are all about 22:4.2 U.T.E. or 22:3h U.T. Sun. 
The expirically appasent onset t i m e  of the May 25-28 solar 
electron eveiit is 2320 U.T.E. 
spacecraft-+,o-easth signal t h e  (Table 11) and further scbtracts 
33 minutes far the rect i l inew trat-ei t i m e  of a 40 keV electron 
from the sui t o  the spacecraft, one fir,ds 22:3c) U.T. Sun 
If one subtracts 8 minutes for 
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as the latest possible rnoaent at which such "onset" electrons 
could have been emitted f r o m  the sun. 
good agreexent with t h a t  of the radio and x-ray emission. It is  
tempting t o  regard t h i s  evidence as showing that  the enission of 
electrons md radio noise rtnd x-rays occurs simultaneously. 
The simple aspeal of this  conclusion is attenuated somewhat by 
reference to the previous section of t h i s  paper ent i t led 
This time i s  i n  remazkably 
Interplanetzry Propagation of solar  nectrons", i n  t:hich it is (1 
It inferred that  the 
22:4.5 U.T.E. o r  22:04 U.T. Sun-an emission time about 30 minutes 
before that of the x-rays. 
many features of the assumed diffusion model, however, we axe 
inclined t o  regard the toe of the curve of Figure 7 as of 
doubtful validity and t o  give greater might  t o  the simple- 
minded derivation of latest physically possible emission time. 
truett onset time of the electron event is 
In view of the unknown val idi ty  of 
Cm June 5, the apparent e.ission t i m e  of radio noise and 
x-rays is about 18~02 U.T. Sun, the l a t e s t  possible empirically- 
inferred emission time of "onset" solar electrons is 18:28 U.T.Sun, 
and the emission time implicit i n  t he  diffusion analysis is  
18:13 U.T. Sun. 
nonetheless, we regard 18:28 as a more valid estimate of 
emission t ime.  
The foregoing dilemma is not apparent here; 
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On June 13, the corresponding three times are 02:55 U.T. 
Sun, and very approximately O k 3 5  U.T. Sun and &:IO U.T. Sun. 
The cross identification of phenomena in  this case is  assessed 
as weak. 
Retunin4 t o  the events on May 25, there is  further 
evidence of interest .  A solar x-ray event was observed 
direct ly  by one of the Vela satel l i tes .  We are indebted to  
Dr. 9. P. Comer of the Los ALamos Scientific Laboratory f o r  
the folluwing provisional smnaxy: 
Eo x-rays evident a t  
F i r s t  clear x-ray signal 
Rise time t o  peak intensity 
Duration of qproximatelg 
Middle of peak 22:4.4:20 U.T.E. 
Latest time of detectable 
2 2 : k O l  U.T.E./May 25 
22: 41: 33 U.T.E. - 2 minutes 
- 1 minute constant peak intensity 
2: -rays 22: 5 5 ~ 2 2  U.T.E. 
Maximum energy flux 
(0.5 to  15 Ao) 2 - loo2 erg/cm sec 
Agparent Plancl: color 
tenperatme + 5 x lo6 OK 
These observations support the belief that  soft solar x-rays 
are the causative agent of the SSWF and SCNA noted i n  Tabie IY, 
and provide quantitative energy flux data of importance. 
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Comer chesacterizes the May 25 x-ray event 8s II not particularly 
noteworthy i n  any respect" for t h e  current era of solar activity 
and 8s considerably weaker than B nuniber of events observed i n  
1965 by the same technique. 
Our 4etectors A and B have a measurable efficiency for  
For (non-penetrating) electrons d a m  t o  a f e w  keV i n  energy. 
exarqle, t h e  efficiency is - IDo6 a t  5 keV. It clay be thought 
possible t h a t  the responses of A and B on May 25, for  example, 
are due t u  an emission of - lao electrons having Ee - 5 keV. 
The rectilineax fl ight t i m e  of such electrons frm the sun to 
the spxec ra f t  is, however, much too great t o  be consistent 
w i t h  the cross-identification of phenomena which has been out- 
lined above. By the same token, the observed electrons can 
not be cttr ibuted t o  an interplanetary shock wave or t o  any 
other indirect  mechanism which requires a sun-to-spacecraft 
propagation delay of more than about 0.5 hour. 
Conclusion 
We believe khat tile electrons reported i n  the present 
paper are associated n m t  plausibly 95th the so18.r flase 
x-ray spectrum above 20 keV as obsemed and discussed by 
ChUbb, F'riedman, and Krepl in  [lw], Vette and 
Casal h7611, Anderson and Winchler C1962C , and Frost (19643 
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Reprecentative fluxes i n  such energetic x-ray events 
(%v > 20 keV) are of t he  order of 2 x loo6 erg (cm 2 sec)" 
for  periods of  the order of 100 seconds. 
energy emission i n  the form of such x-rays is sane 5 x 
The t i m e  integrsted 
ergs. 
If comparable x-ray da ta  arc? found t o  exis t  fo r  Yay 25, 
June 5, or June 15, 1965, it w i l l  be possible t o  use our electron 
data t o  estimate the fraction of causative electrons which 
escapes from the sun. 
The scheme of a crude estinlate is as follows. The total 
energetic efficiency for the production of bremsstrahlung by 
40 keV electrons stopped i n  R 13/1 hydrogen-helium target i s  
about The estimated 10% electrons emitted from the 
sun on Elay 25 would, if  stopped i n  such a target, yiel6 some 
6 x lon ergs of x-rays, about 0.25 of which a r e  of photon 
energy above 20 keV. 
fraction (0.01 t o  0.1) of the electrons vhich are responsible 
fo r  energetic x-ray flares does, indeed, escape from the sun 
before being stopped. 
generation would lie not deeper than - g i n  the 
solar a ~ o s p h e r e  .
Thus, we suggest t h a t  a significant 
If t h i s  is  t r u e  the site of x-ray 
. 
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CAFTIONS FOR FIGURES 
Figrie 1. 
Figure 2. 
Figure 3. 
Hgure 4. 
Figure 5. 
Figure 6. 
Figure 7. 
(A) Comprehensive plot  of data from all detectors 
f o r  the major portion of the May 25-28, 1965 
solar electron event. 
Continuation showing disappearance of detectable 
electrons on May 28. 
(B) 
An eyparded plot  of the  emly  portion of the 
May 25-28 event. 
An alternative plot of the  ear lyport ion of 
May 25-28 event showing n e t  counting rates due t o  
solar electrons. 
Comprehensive plot of data fron a l l  relevant detectors 
for  the June 5-7, 1965 solar electron event. 
An expanded plot of the ear ly  portion of t h e  
June 5-7 event. 
Plot of data from dll relevant detectors for  the 
June 13-14., 1965 solar electron event. 
which A plot of the function f = exp (- $)/t 3/2 
represents the right hand side of equation (1) for  
#3 = 0 and fo r  a particular r. me positions of 
the m a x i m a  (f '  = 0) and of t h e  two inflection 
points (f" = 0) are shown. 
through the first inflection point i s  the calculated 
tangent l i n e  through tha t  yoint and is taken t o  
represent the procedure for  determining the apa ren t  
onset time of an event using observational data. 
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